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Wis. committee to vote on redistricting plan
Janesville Gazette (blog)
By AP Friday, July 15, 2011 - 4:46 am MADISON, Wis. (AP) — A Wisconsin state Senate committee is meeting to vote on passing Republican-written plans for redrawing political boundaries. Once the committee votes on the plans Friday, they can be taken up ... See all stories on this topic »

State redistricting plan means some municipalities might have to redraw maps ...
Sauk Prairie Eagle
Wisconsin has traditionally followed a "bottom-up" process, by which local governments redraw wards every 10 years based on US Census data. Counties typically submit their new maps to state officials, who use the local maps to redraw congressional and ... See all stories on this topic »

What we're not IRC-ing; Map-drawing panel spends half its time meeting behind ...
Arizona Capitol Times
Prior to voting to award a lucrative contract to a mapping consultant on June 29, the Independent Redistricting Commission had spent as much time in closed door executive meetings as it had before the public. And public records held by the Former US Rep. Obey, Current Legislators, Decry Redistricting
Ashland Current
For example, in the Congressional redistricting map drawn by Congressman Paul Ryan, the Western Wisconsin 3rd Congressional District would move through the central part of the state, including communities that have traditionally been in the 7th ... See all stories on this topic »

Cuomo Faces New York Public-Worker Pay Fight After 'Extraordinary Success'
Bloomberg
He also will meet opposition from Republicans on his call for legislative redistricting by an independent commission. "Wind at his back as a new governor, he's delivered on the public image, and people believe he's done a good job," said Senator Martin ... See all stories on this topic »

Wisconsin Democrats disagree with proposed state redistricting plan
FOX6Now.com Milwaukee
Pasch says, "They're afraid they're going to lose August 9th so they push through a redistricting map that really doesn't reflect common boundaries, common concerns." Darling fires back saying, "I have nothing to do with redistricting. ... See all stories on this topic »

New electoral maps change political landscape of WNC
Macon County News
Across the country, from Wisconsin to Texas, similar battles are being waged. Some states utilize
independent redistricting commissions to draw the maps, theoretically creating a more fair system, but those states have their redistricting struggles too ...
See all stories on this topic »

**Eau Claire, Chippewa Counties could see big redistricting changes**
WEAU-TV 13
We spoke with a current assemblyman for the 91st district about this drastic change in redistricting. The state senate bill to change legislative boundaries in **Wisconsin** could be causing lines to change. County planners and clerks call it an ...
See all stories on this topic »
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